We consider V-categories where V is a symmetric monoidal closed category, and we write 4 * T for the colimit of T : X+ 91 indexed by 4 : X (" + V, where X is small. Let @ be a class of such indexing types (X, 4), and write @ * for the class of indexing types (2, +) such that every @-cocomplete d is $-cocomplete and every @-cocontinuous functor is $-cocontinuous. We show that + E [$"', V] lies in @* if and only if it lies in the @-colimit closure of 2 in [Bop, V], and characterize those @ for which @* = @.
Introduction
The following rather natural question does not seem to have been addressed. Given a class A of small categories, we say that a category ~4 is A-cocornplete if it admits all A-colimits, in the sense that each T: X* Se with X E A has a colimit.
When & and 93 are A-cocomplete
(we do not use the term otherwise) we say that
H : d + 93 is A-cocontinuous if it preserves all A-colimits. When
A is a singleton {$}, we say 2-cocomplete and so on. When A consists of all small categories, we say cocomplete and cocontinuous.
The questions become mathematically precise, of course, only when we take a settled view of the foundations. We work in ZFC with the hypothesis that arbitrarily large inaccessible cardinals exist; or equally that every set belongs to some universe. By a small set we mean one belonging to some chosen universe. The morphisms of a category ~4 always form a set; we call &? small if this set is small, and we call it locally small if each horn-set d(A, B) is small. The totality of small categories is itself a set; and in calling the set A above a class we are merely using a stylistic variant.
We can clearly pose corresponding questions in the context of enriched categories, as a general reference for which we use the second author's book [5] . It has long been recognized that, in the enriched context, the classical 'conical' colimits no longer suffice, and must be replaced by the indexed colimits of [5, Chapter 31 , whose definition we now recall.
We consider as in [5] a (symmetric monoidal) closed category ?'-, whose tensor product, unit object, and internal-horn are @', I, and [ , 1, and whose underlying ordinary category V,, is locally small, complete, and cocomplete. Except where emphasis is needed, we use 'category' for 'V-category', and so on. When 7 is the category Set of small sets, a V-category is just a locally-small ordinary category.
A "Ir-category X has always a set of objects, and is small when this set is small; this reduces to the usual notion of smallness when "1' = Set. The indexing type for a colimit-we consider only small colimits in the present context-is a small "Ir-category X together with a 'V-functor 4 : .Xop-+ "Ir; and the 4-indexed colimit of T: X+ d, if it exists, is the object 4 * T of & providing a representation
d(c#~ * T, A) = [X0', Y](+, d(T-, A)).
(1.1)
Given now a class @ of such indexing types, we say that d is @-cocomplete if it admits all @-colimits, in the sense that 4 * T exists for each 4 : Xop + T in @ and each T: .'X+ d. When L&? and 93 are @-cocomplete, we say that H: ~44 93 is O-cocontinuous if it preserves all @-colimits, in the sense of [5, Section 3.21. (When @ consists of all (small) indexing types, we say simply cocomplete and cocontinuous.) Now the analogue of Question A is for the closure of 9 in [,$ Op, "Ir] under @-colimits.
We shall prove Such I,!J constitute a class @* of indexing types, and clearly ( )* is a closure operation.
We observe below that the cfosed classes @ (those with @* = @) are precisely the classes considered by Betti [l] under the name families of coverings.
(Betti operates in a still more general context, replacing the closed category 'V by a biclosed bicategory, which greatly enhances the scope of his results, and enables him to exhibit a Grothendieck topology as a family of coverings. If we restrict ourselves here to the case of a closed ?'" as above, it is because this case has been more fully discussed in the literature, so that everything we need is at hand; and because there is little doubt that our results extend virtually unchanged to Betti's richer but more complicated situation.) Those Cc, which answer to Question B' form a class @' > @ *, and again ( )+ is clearly a closure operation.
Somewhat surprisingly to us, @+ is again a family of coverings in Betti's sense: @ ' * = Q, '. We have various reductions of the condition CF, E @ ', but nothing remotely like the simple criterion for + E @* given by Theorem 1.1. Accordingly, we do not know whether Qit = @ *, even when V" = Set. These results on @+, however, suffice to prove that Question A' has the same answer as Question A. This brings us back to the case V = Set of locally-small ordinary categories. In this case, the classical colimit of T: 5Y+ s& is (obviously) expressible as the indexed colimit colimT=Al*T, ( 2) where Al : Xop + Set is the functor constant at 1 E Set; when we write such an equation as (1.2), we mean that either side exists if the other does. On the other hand, an indexing type 4 : 3Yop + Set corresponds to a discrete fibration d : A'+ X with X small, and by [5, (3. Since every T : 3 + d has a colimit when dp has a terminal object, it follows from Theorem 8.5 below that there are IZQ non-trivial conical colimits admitted by every 4-cocomplete category. Again, let YC be the free category on the graph *-+ -+-, and let 4 : Xop+ Set send this to 1 CO+ 1, where 1 is the singleton and 0 is the empty set. those finite non-empty coproducts $(-, ii) + * * 1 + 8; (-, j,) of representables such that, for some k E 8;, there are maps k+ ji for each i. Since Al has this form only if p = 1 and i, is terminal in 8, it is again the case that there are no non-trivial conical colimits admitted by every 4-cocomplete category.
Some remarks on preservation of colimits
To show that H: &+ !% preserves the colimit 4 * T in Se, it is not enough to exhibit an isomorphism 4 * HT-+H(4* T); it is (see [5, Section 3.21 ) the canonical comparison map that must be proved invertible. The following lemmas are designed to make this precision painless in our considerations below. Prctof. c$ * JHT exists and is isomorphic to JH(+ * T), so that it lies in 3. By Lemma 2.2, the colimit 4 * HT exists and is preserved by J. By (2-l), JH' is invertible, so that H' is invertible since J is fully faithful. Proof. Writing R for 4 * JS, we have by (1.1) an isomorphism %(R, C) g P.'X(4, %(LS-, C)) natural in C, and hence an isomorphism
%'(R, JB) = PX($, %(.LS-, JB)) = PX(+, 9(S-, B)) (2.2)
natural in B. To say that the first term of (2.2) admits a representation as $I( Q, B) is to say that R has a reflexion Q in 33; while to say that the last term admits such a representation is to say that 4 *S exists and is given by Q. q
The category of accessible presheaves
Recall from [5, Section 3.101 that the 'V-category "Ir itself is cocomplete; moreover, when 4 : Xop-+V and T: X -+ V, both 4 * T and T * 4 make sense, and by [5, (3. The greatest such @ is the class R of all small indexing types; we write Cocts for R-Cocts.
The totality of such @ is the ordered set BR of subclasses of R, the least element of which is the empty class 0. for by (3.7) every object F of P.@Z is a small indexed colimit of representables. •i
We do make quite essential use of the following special case of (4.8). Consider again a typical F E P& given by F z 4 * yT as in ( Proof. We show that @r (3) However the special case of Theorem S.l(iv) given by T = 1: $+ 8;, which by (3.3) is the assertion that I,!J E P$ admits a reflexion in @( $), is strictly weaker than the assertion + E @( 8) of Theorem S.l(iii), even when z' = Set and @ consists of the Al : Ylop+ Set for the small Xin some class A, as in Question A'. For instance, if A consists of the connected small categories and 2 = 1, we have P2 = Set and @( 2) = {l} C Set; and every object of Set admits a rellexion into (1).
For some very special indexing types +, however, Theorem 8.1 allows us to conclude that $ E @*, given that + E Qt. We leave to the reader the easy proof Proof. We need (6.4) and (6.5) for small YC, with @' in place of @. Since @* C 0' and 5YC @*[YC], we do have (6.4) for @'; so it remains to show that @ '[YC] is closed in PX under @ '-colimits.
Consider 4 E @ ' [ 21 and T : 9 -PrC such that each Tj lies in @ ' [ YC] ; we are to show that (c, * T lies in @J ' [ZK] . By Theorem 8.1, therefore, we are to show that, for any S : YC+ d, the object (I,!J * T) * yS of P& admits a reflexion into @(Se). By
